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About This Game
Way of Redemption is the perfect combination of sports and action games. Up to 4 players will be challenged with endless and
frenzied games, frenetic action and competitiveness, where you must win redemption from the gods and destroy the enemy
portal by throwing the ball.
Show your skills in the field and crush your opponent using awesome heroes. You can even try taking their amazing abilities to
the next level! Block, jump, run, shoot, and mix different actions to create mighty combos, but don’t forget to protect your
portal!
If you have a passion for eSports and you want to test your skills, your time has arrived: Way of Redemption was made for you.
For hundreds of years, the Gods have organized a tournament in which the winners’ redemption was granted. The chosen
players, none other than great heroes fallen in disgrace, must honor the Gods by showing their true value.
The legendary ambassadors compete and take up multiple challenges in different arenas, fighting one to one or in groups of two
against other alliances. It’s their chance to show their talent and unique skills.
In this sport, pantheons compete while Gods enjoy the show. But this is more than a game: it’s one of the most epic competitions
ever, where their honor and most treasured belongings are at stake.
Redeeming your sins has a price, are you willing to pay it?
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FEATURES:
- Play 1 vs 1 or 2 vs 2 games, in local.
- Find your game style in each round with each of the heroes and their talents.
- Try different Arenas with new ways of playing.
- Prove that you are unrivaled in the Leagues.
- Customize your hero's look with over 11000 combinations.
- Unlock content thanks to a progression system for both the user and the hero.
- Enjoy all Way of Redemption's free updates!
- Available in 10 languages.
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Title: Way of Redemption
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Pixel Cream
Publisher:
Pixel Cream
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8.1/10
Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 2GB of Video Memory, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, AMD Radeon HD7870
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset
Additional Notes: Supports XInput-compatible and DualShock®4 controllers. When using a DualShock®4 controller, please
turn off any Steam controller emulation.

English,French,Italian,German,Korean,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Very good game
. https:\/\/youtu.be\/IAvdyCD08eI
This game really surprised me. I thought that it will be just another crash into the planet, scavenge to survive game. But it has
very unique feel to it also it starts not how I expected at all (so thats a big plus). I enjoy the fact that all placed items are visually
represented (aren't just numbers in some inventory box). So far game looks and feels amazing.
The only few and very small minuses that I could mention:
1)The fact that tutorial could tell you how to place items. Since when you walk infront of the storage it prompts you to use E.
But in reality you need to equip the item and than new letter Q comes up. One extra line of eqip item to place it could be
helpfull. But I guess you can figure it out yourself.
2) The control sistem is a bit well unnatural. You need to press bunch of butons to acces different things. Which when you get
used to it is fine, but could be changed either to RTY or 1,2,3 instead of TBG.
3) You dont really get explanation why you leave the ship? Where are you going? Who are you ? What is your objective? A
small intro text would be nice. But once again if you read description of the game you kinda get the backstory so it's just a
minor thing.
Other than those things game is really great and I am looking forward to playing more of it as well as seeing the progress of
updating it. Overall developer did a great job, and created something that has distinctive feel to it . Which is something that is
difficult to acomplish these days.
P.S. sorry for my mistakes english is not my native language :). Love this game
Good stuff:
-gameplay
-music
-artwork
It's really hard to say if there are any cons worth mentioning. Pretty much any problems it had at launch have been patched out. I
guess its a little short, but for the price it's hard to even complain about that.
This is a neat game. If you like Heretic or Hexen looking things, thats here. Although the ground is flat like in Wolfenstien, but
that's not so much of a bad thing, just something to consider. The level design is cool though, and pulls of some neat tricks.
Atmosphere is spooky and dream-like, if that's what the dev is going for he nailed it.
I hope the developer makes more games like this. Instant buy. Ten outta ten.... fifteen outta ten.. Genre - Top down shooter
I got this game purely for nostalgic reasons. I never actually owned it but played Loaded on my friends Saturn and thought this
would be a trip down memory lane.
To a certain extent it was, but the graphics don't actually look as good as they did all those years ago. The characters you control
are cool and I don't mind just shooting everything in sight with limited upgrades, but I think that the re-release of 'The Chaos
Engine' on here does it much better, especially for a much older game. The graphical style has also aged better.
There is no online multiplayer, but my Xbox controller was supported fine, which is a bonus. A local two player mode was listed
but I didn't try this. For some reason it will only run on mine in window mode, but I can live with that.
I don't think this a good conversion of the game and after reading comments online the general consensus in the first Loaded
game was better. Also achievements were listed before I purchased the game, but these now appear to be non-existent.
Do I feel I wasted my 3 quid and will be chasing a refund?
Not really as it was fixed a retro itch for nearly an hour. But now I'll probably just un-install it and drift back to the Witcher 3,
slightly more cynical about retro games on Steam than I should be.. Took me a bit to figure out that in order to find the music
files, you had to locate the game file on steam, But now that I'm able to listen to it, I really enjoy it.
WARNING: nearly half of it is the dance music on a 3 minute loop, so for those who aren't into that, be warned.. it gets very
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fun when the stages get harder especially if you like retro games. WHY DO WE KEEP BUYING
THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\/b]
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I was curious and played the demo. I really enjoyed some of the characters, and the story was enough to get me interested in
purchasing the full version, so I did. Both the characters and the plot really grew on me and I was engaged enough to follow
through to many of the endings, will likely play through eventually to all of them. Haven't been that interested in visual novels
up to this point, this one is definitely an interesting story that keeps you guessing and has both some messed up and comedic
moments. It was all text, no voice acting, but I tend to prefer text because I like imagining what the voices sound like myself, so
that didn't bother me.. If you liked Viking metal or Guns, Drums and Steel - you will definetly Like this one
buy it , worth it .. I have been a classical board gamer for many years with a penchant for historical strategy games. When I saw
a game such as this one that took a strategy board game and put it on steam, I jumped at the chance to play it. However this was
a mistake. There is no rule book or explanation of any of the game mechanics anywhere. The tutorials were simplistic and
useless. This left me to figure thing out everything on my own.
This game presents itself as a fairly simplistic introduction to the Napoleonic wars. And it is; too much so. Battles have a couple
key strategies but are all together purely luck based, there is no sign of logistics or resources in any way, the political system has
been abstracted into oblivion and interaction with the map is minimal. All of these things combine into a game that has poor
historic\/realistic basis and left me frustrated again and again. I have no choice but to put this game on the list of games that
sacrifice realism and decision making for basic simplicity.. This game mechanic is SO CLEVER aaaaaaaaa. You should buy it
just to try out the mechanic. I feel like it could be useful in other situations, possibly non-game ones.. BEST 2D GAME!!!
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